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Spanglish (a portmanteau of the words "Spanish" and "English") is a name sometimes given to various
contact dialects, pidgins, or creole languages that result from interaction between Spanish and English used
by people who speak both languages or parts of both languages, mainly in the United States. It is a blend of
Spanish and English lexical items and grammar.
Spanglish - Wikipedia
In linguistics, diglossia (/ d aÉª Ëˆ É¡ l É’ s i É™ /) is a situation in which two dialects or languages are used
by a single language community. In addition to the community's everyday or vernacular language variety
(labeled "L" or "low" variety), a second, highly codified variety (labeled "H" or "high") is used in certain
situations such as literature, formal education, or other specific ...
Diglossia - Wikipedia
About us. John Benjamins Publishing Company is an independent, family-owned academic publisher
headquartered in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. ...More.
John Benjamins Publishing
Preface This book is intended to provide students with a sound, basic coverage of most of the topics dealt
with in courses described as either â€˜Sociolinguisticsâ€™ or â€˜The
An Introduction to Sociolinguistics - LU
English is a West Germanic language that was first spoken in early medieval England and eventually became
a global lingua franca. Named after the Angles, one of the Germanic tribes that migrated to the area of Great
Britain that would later take their name, England, both names ultimately deriving from the Anglia peninsula in
the Baltic Sea.It is closely related to Frisian and Low Saxon, and ...
English language - Wikipedia
return to biography list . Butch Hancock . As a youngster, Butch Hancock, born on July 12, 1945, in Lubbock ,
Texas , listened to border radio stations and enjoyed going to square dances and fiddle contests.
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